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Introduction: Scanned Probe Microscopy Methods and the
Reference Specimen Paradigm

Scanned Probe Microscopy (SPM) techniques are attractive be-
cause they provide easily acquired micrographs that map specimen
properties with nanometer scale resolution. SPM micrographs can
be collected without the use of high vacuum (as opposed to many
electron microscopies). Moreover, SPM methods allow in-situ imaging
of specimens in a variety of environments, including under liquids
and at higher temperatures. However, from a metrology perspective,
the great promise of SPM must be balanced by the fact that SPM
techniques generally provide qualitative data unless supplementary
actions are taken. That is, quantification of SPM image contrast is
difficult since it depends highly upon probe characteristics, probe/
sample interactions (both of which can be difficult Eo gauge), and
instrument calibration.

For example, quantification of SPM topography data is hampered
by two main factors. First, accurate interpretation of SPM image height
contrast relies on precise calibration of the z-piezo element, which
can suffer from non-linearity, voltage drift and hysteresis. Second,
measured topography is necessarily a geometric convolution of the
actual specimen topography and the probe shape and quality,1 which
varies from probe to probe. Due to careful analysis arid research,
much of which was conducted at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST),1 in principle these challenges to quantitative
AFM topography have been met. Moreover, such reseaich has resulted
in commercially available reference specimens that allow individual
users to conveniently calibrate height contrast and gauge probe shape
in their own facilities.

SPM reference specimens are most useful when they link local
instrument contrast to a well-established (/.t\ traditional) measure-

Table 1: Short Survey of Next Generation SPM Techniques

SPM TECHNIQUE

Chemical Force
Microscopy (CFM)

Atomic Force
Acoustic
Microscopy (AFAM)

Friction Force

Microscopy {FFM)

Microscopy
Mechanism

Functionalized probe

enhances chemical
sensitivity to friction
and phase-data

Cantilever/probe
response to specimen
vibration frequency
sweep gives local
modulus

Torsional cantilever

deflection due to friction

force between probe

and specimen,

Proposed Factors that
Influence Contrast

A variety of local
chemical interactions,
environmental effects,
local mechanical
properties

Specimen modulus,

probe/specimen

adhesion, environmental

effects

Probe/specimen

adhesion, specimen

topography (roughness),

environmental effects

Quantification
Barriers

Quality of probe

functionalization,

environmental effects

(e.g. humidity),

combination effects,

topography artifacts

Environmental
effects, combination
effects [modulus/
adhesion), unknown
measurement
volume

Probe quality,

combination effects

ment. Regarding our current example, a now common route to height
contrast (j-piezo) calibration involves imaging of microfabricated
reference gratings with a "known" amplitude. In many cases, such
reference gratings are "traceable"3 through a NIST-developed SPM
instrument specifically designed to relate piezo-derived height data
to optical interferometery, which provides precise distance measure-
ments.' Reference specimens useful for gauging probe shape are
also available."5* For example, specialized substrates with ultra sharp
features, allow users to conveniently measure tip radius and quality
by imaging the substrate. Tip shape data can then be used to "decon-
volute" AFM micrographs, yielding more quantitative measurements
of specimen topography. Indeed, computational procedures for per-
forming this correction have been detailed by NIST researchers .'

This illustrates the power of well-designed reference specimens
for quantifying SPM topography data. In this article, we describe
our research at NIST, which aims to extend the reference specimen
paradigm to more complex SPM techniques.
A New Research Program at NIST:

Recent years have seen the emergence of a new generation of SPM
techniques, which are designed to measure chemical, mechanical,
and electro/optical properties on the nanoscale. Table 1 outlines a
few of these methods. Currently, these techniques provide qualita-
tive (or semi-quantitative) data, often expressed in terms of relative
instrument parameters (e.g. piezo voltage or cantilever response).
The development of quantitative SPM techniques require methods
to gauge and accommodate the following factors:
• Resolution and Sensitivity: The lateral resolution, effective

measurement volume, and sensitivity to the measured properties
need to be determined for many new SPM techniques. Moreover,
there is a need to calibrate these factors with respect to established
analysis techniques such as spectroscopy.

• Topographic Artifacts: The "cartoon" scheme of advanced SPM
is analysis of a planar specimen, yet topographic features are inher-
ent to nearly all specimens. While it is well known that topography
can muddy the measurement of other properties, there is currently
no way to gauge or parse these effects in SPM.

• Environmental Effects; Ambient conditions can modify tip-
specimen interactions, and, therefore, SPM contrast. A prime
example is relative humidity, which affects the character of the

water layer adsorbed onto specimen surfaces. The
so called "meniscus force" exerted by this layer is an
important factor in probe/sample interaction.
• Combination Effects: SPM measurements of, for
example, mechanical properties can be convoluted
with local adhesion, topography (see above) and
other effects. It would be invaluable if there were
a convenient means to gauge each of these effects
separately.
• Probe quality: Many new SPM methods depend
upon custom-made probes, the fabrication of which
is often not reliable or uniform. In addition, such
probes can wear during use. Accordingly, convenient
means to characterize these probes (before and dur-
ing use) are needed.
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Of course, quantification of these factors will result in a better
understanding of probe/specimen interactions - the ultimate scientific
goal of SPM metrology.

In response to these needs, a research program recently initi-
ated by the NIST Combinatorial Methods Center (NCMC) aims to
provide a suite of reference specimens useful for the quantification
of next-generation SPM data. By design, these specimens will char-
acterize SPM probes, calibrate SPM image contrast with "traditional"
surface measurements (e.g. spectroscopy, contact angle) and provide
information useful for modeling complex probe/sampie interactions.
This is a demanding set of objectives, which are attainable because
our reference specimens leverage design principles and fabrication
techniques developed for combinatorial research. Combinatorial
specimen libraries express a multitude of properties on a single sub-
strate. So, while a traditional reference substrate gives a single point
calibration, a combinatorial specimen can calibrate SPM contrast over
a large range of properties. Moreover, combinatorial specimens can
vary two or more properties in a systematic and independent manner.
Accordingly, such specimens provide means to parse "combination
factors" discussed above.

The NCMC has developed a collection of "gradient" combinato-
rial methods,5 used to fabricate specimens that continuously vary in
properties such as surface energy (chemisty/adhesion), film thickness,
composition, topography (roughness) and modulus - qualities which
are known to govern SPM contrast. By combining these gradient
tools with bench-top mierofabrication techniques, specimens with a
graded property pattern are created. These micron-scale patterns are
convenient for SPM imaging, and (as discussed below) allow image
contrast to be gauged against a constant background.
An Example Gradient Reference Specimen Design and Its
Fabrication:

Figure 1 schematically illustrates an example reference specimen.
We are currently testing this specimen design as a means to quantify
chemically sensitive SPM techniques such as friction-force AFM,
or Chemical Force Microscopy (CFM), which employs a chemi-
cally functionalized AFM probe.6 The central part of the reference
specimen has a pattern of micron-scale lines that gradually change in
their chemisty (e.g. surface energy) with respect to a constant matrix.
Imaging along the patterned region with SPM, provides a series of
micrographs with systematically changing contrast. Wide, chemically
smooth "calibration" fields, which bound the patterned area, directly
reflect the changing chemistry of the lines and the static chemistry of
the matrix, such that traditional (e.g. contact angle) measurements
along the calibration fields gauge chemical differences in the gradient
micro-pattern. Accordingly, for SPM micrographs acquired along

Calibration area
(for Gradient)

Gradient
Micro pattern
(for SPM Imaging)

Calibration area
(for Matrix)

Hydrophflic

Hyttrophilic

Figure 1: Schematic of combinatorial gradient reference specimen
for gauging tip quality, for calibrating image contrast, and for
determining sensitivity in chemically sensitive SPM techniques. Image
contrast in the patterned area is gauged via traditional measurements
along the calibration areas.

1. Print with SAM A

'Composite Elastomer Stamp*

Flat Patterned

2. Fill with SAM B

3.Graded Ozonolysis

Figure 2i Route for fabricating the reference specimen shown in
Figijre i. SAM A (hydrophobic) is printed with a composite elastomer
stamp to form micron scale lines and an adjacent calibration field.
Emersion in a solution or vapor of SAM B (hydrophilic) forms the
matrix (with adjacent calibration field). A graded UV-ozonolysis of
SAM A gradually converts it into species similar to SAM B, resulting
in a complete .specimen.

the patterned region, the specimen calibrates the image contrast with
respect to the traditional measurements. In addition, the specimen
illuminates the sensitivity of the probe, which is related to the position
along the gradient where image contrast is first observed. Similarly,
for techniques like CFM, this specimen serves as a tool for comparing
the quality of tip-functionalization.

As shown in Figure 2, fabrication of this gradient-pattern speci-
men requires soft-lithography of appropriate SAM molecules onto a
planar substrate. A composite elastomer stamp, which has both flat
and corru gated areas, allows printing of the micropatterned strip with
the adjacent solid calibration field. Next, a graded UV-ozonolysis
(UVO), gradually modifies the chemistry of the patterned SAM
(and calibration field) along one direction,5'7 For example, methyl-
terminated alkyl chain monolayers (hydrophobic) can be gradually
converted into carboxylic acid terminated (hydrophilic) chains7-as
one travels down the specimen, the density of hydrophobic molecules
decreases, while hydrophobic chains increase. Subsequent "filling"
with a hydrophilic SAM completes the "matrix" of the specimen.

We tested this design and process by micro-contact printing
hydrophobic thiol-SAM "ink" onto gold substrates followed by gradi-
ent UVO exposure and filling with a hydrophilic thiol layer. Figure
3 shows data collected from this prototype. The central graph shows
water contact angle measurements taken on the calibration strips.
Here, the matrix measurements (hydrophilic SAM) remain constant
along the specimen, while the contact angle decreases along the graded
calibration strip as it changes from an hydrophobic to hydrophilic
SAM. A series of friction force AFM measurements acquired along
the gradient micropattern demonstrates how the friction contrast
decreases as the chemical nature of the lines and matrix become
increasingly similar. By correlating Eke position of the micrographs
with the calibration data, a calibration of image contrast with respect
to surface energy differences is possible.
Future Research Directions;

While our prototype validates the specimen design, ultimately
the use of delicate gold/thiol chemistry is not very useful for refer-
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Figure Si Demonstration of gradient reference specimen for
chemically sensitive SPM techniques. This specimen reflects the design
in Figure I and was fabricated at in Figure 2 using thio! SAMs on a
gold substrate. Tlie central graph shows contact angle measurements
along the calibration fields (uncertainty ~ 10 %). The blue squares show
the gradient calibration, black triangles show the matrix calibration.
Surrounding friction force AFM measurements (constant z-scale: 0.2
m V) show diminishing image contrast along the micropattenied region
(&.&.G.&J and validate the printing integrity fO,©/ White scale
bars are 1(1 ftm,

ence substrates, since the patterns degrade over a few days. We have
successfully fabricated specimen prototypes using more robust
substrates and chemistries (mono chloro si lane SAMs on Si 01 -termi-
nated silicon). Ultimately, however, we aim to create combinatorial
micropattern specimens using a compos it ion ally graded layer of
grafted polymers. These substrates will last indefinitely through use
and cleaning cycles; making them viable as NIST reference materials.
Currently, we are testing the gradient chemical micropatterns dis-
cussed in this article for the calibration of emerging SPM techniques
such as CFM and Atomic Force Acoustic Microscopy.6 In addition,
we are developing new designs that exhibit patterned gradients in
topography, modulus, and adhesion, which can be used to calibrates
variety of other SPM methods and nanomechanical testing techniques
such as nanoindentation.

For more information on the NCMC, this research program, or
to provide feedback on this effort, please contact us at combi@nist.
gov or visit the NCMC website at http://www.nist.gov/combi. •
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